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About This Game

Prologue
On April 6th 2009, the Carson family disappeared from their home in Richmond, and were never heard from again. The last
known communication with the family came when Mr.Carson contacted local police to report the occurrence of a series of

unexplained phenomena. The following events take place on the night the Carson family disappeared.

Description
The Night The Carsons Disappeared is a VR ONLY horror game that puts you in the shoes of Michael Carson. On April 6th

2009, Michael and his two daughters vanished and were never heard from again. In TNTCD you witness the events leading up to
their disappearance through the eyes of Michael Carson. This is the non-interactive version of the game. You do not need any
controllers. Sit back, and watch the horror unfold. Ideal if you want to scare family and friends at Halloween. The entire game

takes around 30 minutes (or less if you choose the shorter version via the menu screen).

Why Play The Night The Carsons Disappeared

 Who doesn't want to play VR horror games leading up to Halloween

 Only takes around 30 minutes (With the option to play a shorter version too)

 No controls required (just a headset), so don't worry about not being familiar with game controls
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 It doesn't require any prior gaming / VR experience

 Ideal for scaring friends and family

What's Next?
The interactive Vive version of the game is in development.

Important Notes

 This is a VR only game. Do NOT purchase this game if you do not have a VR headset

 The game is about 30 minutes long. Do NOT purchase the game if you will be unhappy with the length of the game.

 This is the Non-Interactive version of the game. Sit back and relax.
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Title: The Night The Carsons Disappeared
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Stephen Long
Publisher:
Stephen Long
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Dual Core 2.33 GHz Intel or 3.0 GHz AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 8800, AMD Radeon 4850 or Intel HD Graphics 5200 or better (1GB graphics memory or more

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X Compatible

English
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Having known about this as a board game but never played it, coming in with good experiences from boardgames like Memoir
44' I expected a solid stategy lite game. The Simple fact is it relies too heavily on RNG and not enough on solid tactics. What is
worse alot of the missions can be beaten by simply moving a unit across the map and grabbing the objective, does it matter that
it's still guarded by two MG42 nests and a Panzer VI? nope your one hero unit in the centre of that mess simply means you've
won. I'll give it props for the lovely artwork and the UI is solid. If you fancy a WW2 boardgame Memoir 44' is free on steam
and gives a much better WW2 lite tactics experience.. Although there are multiple characters to play as, no true "metroid
progression" style, and for the most part optional upgrades it still feels like it has a lot of backtracking when you realise you
need more potions to keep up your health, or upgrades to do more damage. I still think that overall it's great, other than the
familiars which require you to move the mouse to move the familiar, as well as control the character.. Firstly, I am playing on
windows 10, I have had no problems at all but i see others have. Saves work fine but there is no auto save which I think people
may have expected.

TL:DR

RECOMMENDED, Buy it now regardless if on sale or not!!

Higlhy recommend for those who have patience, do not mind old graphics and are willing to REALLY think, this does not hold
your hand, it is a supernatural mystery with a fair amount of reading, it will leave you scratching your head often.
It is eery and really quite indepth as you piece together all kinds of evidence to get to the bottom of the mystery. I have not yet
completed it but if you loved the old games that were story driven and dont mind using your brain you will love this game.

THE LONGER REVIEW

I have always lived in sussex, I recognise a lot of the locations mentioned (the main location is fictional however) so this was
like playing a mystery game set in my area which is a personal thing to me that I loved.
The graphics are very basic and very old but the story is so involved and gradually gets pieced together with all kinds of snippets
of information.
The sound and audio is excellent, it isnt used often but used with effect
It is a great "dectetivy" game, its not that scary but it is definitely very eery in places and has the odd jump scene too it.
It is a game to take your time over, impatient people or people who do not like puzzles within games probably wont like this.
If you want your brain to be tested and want to learn the back stories of the characters to get to the bottom of the mystery then I
cannot recommend this enough.
It is highly beneficial to make notes on paper/text doc etc to save you some backtracking!!

I have played the lost crown which i will go back too and wont comment on here but its the same people, the game writers
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clearly have put passion into this game as it has a rich amount of information, some of which "seems" to just flesh out the lore
of the game while other bits and pieces prove to be subtle yet crucial to understanding.
It can feel a little overwhelming at first but once you immerse yourself in the story it becomes addictive.

The game writers clearly have talent in this genre and a passion for it and I look forward to any games they make in the future, I
WILL be buying them

PROS:

Great story: The creators appear to be invested in this game and show a love of building the background "lore". The story itself
unfolds at a good pace and you really will feel you want to learn what happened.

Atmospheric: Eery in places, play in darkness, it is not that scary, more atmospheric which is more immersive than lots of inane
ump scares.

No hand holding, you really have to think in this game, some of the puzzles are really quite tough at first but with htis comes
satisfaction when you solve them.

CONS:

Graphics: Obviously this game is "old", the graphics were probably only average when the game was released and now of course
they are dated, they are still good enough and you are never wondering what something is supposed to be, they are functional but
I mention this as a con as a lot of people wont like it due to this but this game is not about the graphics!

Movement: You cannot use keys, you have to click on the arrows on the screen. Probably the ONLY thing about the game i am
not too fond of.

I have tried to be objective, I cannot really think about any other cons to this game.

If anyone wants to ask questions I will answer them, I do not give spoilers.. I can't believe this game is not free....Seriously, i
know free games that are longer than this, i finished it under 1 hour!
Voice acting is very bad, judging by it's sound probably russian english.
Story ending  is huge tease, you go to to some hall and then few scenes appear where you see killed profesor (person behind all
of this), and then your character says something like "wanna know how i did it? well let's leave that story for another
time!"....Just WOW :O 
Well i enjoyed only a little bit killing zombies, nothing special.
Play this game only if you get it as gift (as i did) !
. Well... Compared to the first one, it's better in the sense it actually does use a normal 9 x 9 Sudoku Grid, and that can make it
quite challenging. I said "can" as halfway through my first puzzle I realized the developers did probably no testing on this game
before releasing it, and the preset placement of fruits was off and therefore impossible to solve. Something like that not
happening in Sudoku is pretty crucial, so for that I would not recommend it.... I didn`t enjoy this game!
If you're interested in these kind of games, I would definitely recommend this game to you!. Made in 1998, still solid graphics
and funnny. But controls are weird.. Reminds me of eating crayons as a child, very colorful.. Just. no. You roll around a world
with no direction collecting random things that you have no idea what to do with. There is no real story besides random lines.
Mabye there is more to ferret out but the game is so repetitive and bland it didn't seem worth it as I lost interest because your
only control is to roll around. You can start painting things but the game doesn't explain exactly how or what each item you get
does. Apparently there are controls but the game doesn't state them clearly. No thanks.. Ever since I first heard of Bravada I
knew I wanted it, the art style really was a selling point and on top of that it is a turned based RPG, a genre i really like to play.
However Bravada is more then just an RPG, it is actually rather more a (turned based) strategy game.

Still, there is another twist, the levels only go forward, in a straight line and you can't go back. You can place your companions
anywhere you want, but you cannot exceed 4 lines. If you move all your team moves in the same direction unless they have an
obstacle preventing them to move that way. Your team can grow to as many units as you can keep alive, each unit has their skill
(the more typical RPG class kind of skills) and you can't upgrade their gear (you can for the main character). Except when they
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level up, it is sometimes possible to upgrade them to another kind of unit. For example a healer can heal one unit or you can opt
to advance him so that he can heal multiple people but ofcourse less health will be gained. Units only have a limited field of
effectiveness, so it is possible that your healer can't heal another unit because it is out of range. It's up to you to arrange your
team in such a way that every unit can do its job in the best possible way.
Every level brings something new to the table, that way these simple mechanics keep the game fresh.

It's a funny little game, it doesn't take itself too serious and this is notable in the story (a dwarf on a quest for a beard) and it
continues this humorous tone throughout the game. So, in case you expect a serious game, this is not it. I know some people are
turned off by these kind of games, and sometimes it can be overdone, but i never got that feeling here.

Music, sound and graphics are all very well done. Simple, but effective.

I can recommend this game, it does what it does well. And if you manage to buy this in a sale it is super value for money, even
though it is a bit short. I wouldn't mind a sequel at all.

The game works great on Linux\/SteamOS, configure your Steam controller as a mouse and it works like a charm. The game is
build on the unity engine and pops up a resolution selection screen at start, because of this it doesn't work with the Steam Link.
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Well, it's a jewel match game. And it is competently done: smooth aiming and shooting, interesting power-ups that you can
choose to unlock by gaining keys, and the difficulty curve is balanced ... but it seems a bit off. The shooting process is sluggish,
and the speed with which the balls move is way too slow to get into a good rhythm. It is ok as a time-waster, but there isn't
anything here that compels you to go forward except your own sense of how much time you'd like to waste. For a budget price it
is a budget game.. Well, it's old and not really enjoyable.. I was looking forward to this based on the reviews and write up, but
I've given it a fair shot and this really isn't a good game.

Camera controls are all over the place
Tutorial is useless
No real point.. everytime i launch this game i fall into a loop of satisfaction and dismay.. Easy game to get the hang of, very
addiciting.. For being able to destory entire solar systems, making planets startships, making planet sized starships, and being
able to construct ring worlds. I give this game a thumbs up, the game is a little brutal to the first time player but a quick trip to
youtube or to the forum will lead you in the write direction to creating the most badass empire/federation.. Darkness Assault...
Well, they got the second part right, at least. I bought the Gold edition with a couple of the DLC on sale awhile back. Just
recently, I had a chance to play it on SquirrelPlay Live.

I soon wished I had not.

If I was feeling incredibly charitable, I'd call this a hot mess.

 I'm not.

Unfortunately, the words I want to use here wouldn't even be appropriate on Death Row.

Yes, folks, it IS that bad. Between the obtuse control scheme that wants to be a Biohazard game, Unity, muddy textures, really
bright lighting, a fair lack of useful options , one might be inclined to think the game was merely bad.

Not true. The game, low-poly models and all, gave my poor potato heat cancer of the video card. Even with several large fans
pointed at it in such a way as even kept DOOM (2016) running smoothly, I barely got 25 frames per second with the card
running flat out... Which I managed to duplicate without XSplit running.

So, atop everything else, it's also incredibly poorly optimized.

On to the story: There isn't one. You get a tired, Mario-thin premise to set the stage, and then get thrown to the proverbial
wolves. You've been dropped into a cell that nobody bothered to lock, nearly immediately find both a flashlight you don't need
and a nepping gun, and then get to explore the cell bay just long enough to realize the controls are hot tapioca before the first
monster hits you like a starship doing Warp 50.

I barely had time to register it's presence before expiring messily the first time, and even knowing where it was the next attempt
only bought me enough time to figure out that I can't shoot on the run. One simply must give the enemies a sporting chance, and
target them first... Should you fail to predict their location with pixel-perfect accuracy, you're going to miss.

So I died. Immediately after that, so did the game.

It wants to be hard, and is simply frustrating and destructive. Unless you're a connoisseur of carp, avoid at all costs.. Simply and
easy to learn.
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